
  

 

 

 

To all whom it may concern 

 

 

SAMUS MEX is a leading furniture producer based in Romania, employing now 900 

people and invoicing 12.000.000 Euro annually. 

 

The organization is part of the Mobexpert Group, the Romanian market leader in furniture retail, 

import and production activities.2006 turnover was 160.000.000 euros. 

 

SAMUS MEX has been established in 1964, during the early communist industrialisation drive, 

in a city with no major traditions in furniture production. 

Nowadays, open international concurrence has turned many aspects of this heritage into braking 

forces or weaknesses that had to change immediately. 

The company has thus embarked into a deep and thorough process of change and evolution, a true 

reengineering adventure that should mark a major leap ahead when finished, by the end of 2008. 

 

The major and continuous help received from Optimum Team, our consultants during this 

process, has turned in fact in time into a major asset. 

Optimum Team have brought essential expertise and sincere commitment that helped us clarify 

our vision, accurately choose our goals, wisely build our methods and carefully make every 

member contribute with his best to this common and unique journey. 

Thus, the results have proven daily to be of a far better quality than expected, and gave us the 

certainty that the path we embarked on had been well chosen. 

 

At the same time, Optimum Team proved, ever since the beginning, a deep and remarkable 

capacity of understanding exactly what our needs were at any moment. That , of  course, has 

made all things easier. 

 

The most comforting feeling, however, came from the sensation that they were actually working 

for us, and not for themselves .There were many moments when they  have clearly proven more 

concern for our interests than we did. 

 

Therefore, I cannot but warmly recommend Optimum Team to any organization in need for 

change, improvement, performance and capacity to learn and adapt constantly. 

 

Mihail Gidei, 

 

CEO and Chairman of the Board. 
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